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JonDeTech Sensors AB (publ) ("JonDeTech" or the "Company") announces today that the Company 

has received another order for the sensor element product JIRE10 (formerly JIRS10) from its 

Taiwanese partner. As previously communicated, the Taiwanese partner plans to launch the ASIC, 

an integrated circuit in which JonDeTech's sensor element JIRE10 is a key component, in the 

second quarter of 2024. As part of the product launch effort, the Taiwanese partner has ordered 

additional JIRE10 for use in the ongoing qualification work. 

 

The main application area of the integrated circuit will be remote temperature measurement and 

presence detection. As the partner has a strong presence and a large existing customer base 

operating in various high-volume consumer electronics market segments, the IR sensor solution will 

primarily be used within these segments. 

 

- This order clearly shows that the project is proceeding according to plan towards the set launch 

goal of JIRS10 in the second quarter of this year. We have identified clear segmentation for our 

sensors in the global market and assessed that there are good conditions for replacing existing 

sensors and providing new solutions. We see the possibility of implementing our sensors into several 

electronic consumer products such as smart watches, mobile phones, or fever thermometers. With 

our Taiwanese partner, we have good conditions to expand into new product areas. The recent 

progress in the work bodes well for the planned launch and continued collaboration, says Leif Borg, 

CEO at JonDeTech. 

 

For more information, please contact: 

Leif Borg, CEO JonDeTech, tel: +46 73 810 93 10, mail: leif.borg@jondetech.com 

 

 

About JonDeTech 

JonDeTech is a supplier of sensor technology. The company markets a portfolio of IR sensor elements based on 

proprietary nanotechnology and silicon MEMS. The nanoelements are extremely thin, built-in flexible plastic, 

and can be manufactured in high volumes at a low cost, which opens up for a variety of applications, such as 

temperature and heat flow measurements, presence detection, and gas detection. The company is listed on 

Nasdaq First North Growth Market. Redeye is the company’s Certified Adviser. Read more at 

www.jondetech.se or see how the IR sensor works at www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vEc3dRsDq8. 

 


